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ABSTRACT

A new method of imposing boundary conditions in the pseudospectral approximation of

hyperbolic systems of equations is proposed. It is suggested to collocate the equations, not

only at the inner grid points, but also at the boundary points and use the boundary conditions

as penalty terms. In the pseudospectral Legrendre method with the new boundary treatment,

a stability analysis for the case of a constant coefficient hyperbolic system is presented and

error estimates are derived.
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1. Introduction

The importance of the correct numerical implementation of the boundary conditions,

in approximating hyperbolic systems of equations, is widely recognized. The pioneering

works of Gustafsson, Kreiss & Sundstrom [6] and Osher [7], provide the stability theory

for the boundary conditions treatment, in the framework of the finite differences method.

Basically, the conditions for stability are reduced to an algebraic problem.

The r61e of boundary conditions in spectral or pseudospectral methods is even more

crucial than in finite differences method. One of the reasons is that, since spectral methods

are global methods, the behavior at one point affects the computation in the whole domain,

so that the information at the boundary propagates very fast. Therefore, if on one hand the

spectral algorithms do not necessitate special treatment at the boundary (thus in general

there are no numerical boundary conditions), on the other hand a non correct specification

may cause explosive instabilities.

In this paper we introduce a new method of applying boundary conditions when

approximating hyperbolic systems of equations by the collocation method. The novel idea

is to collocate the differential system at all the grid points (included the boundary points)

and use the boundary conditions as a penalty term. The same idea was developed in [3]

for the pseudospectral Chebyshev discretization of a scalar hyperbolic equation. Here we

prove stability and show convergence estimates for the pseudospectral method based on

the Legendre nodes.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe the method in the scalar

case and prove error estimates for the pseudospectral Legendre method. In section 3 we

treat the system in the diagonal form with coupling through the boundary conditions. A

complete convergence result is shown. In section 4 we show how to implement the method

in a more general case.
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2. Estimates for the scalar equation

In this section we derive error estimates for the new pseudospectral Legendre approxima-

tion to a scalar hyperbolic constant coefficients problem. Let U = U(x, t) be the solution
to:

(2.1)

(a) U,= aUx

(b) UCl,t) = hCt)

tCo) u(x,o)= f(x)

xe[-1,1], O<t<T,

O<t<T,

x E [-1,1],

where h and f are given functions and a C R, a > 0.

Let N to be an integer. In the pseudospectral Legendre method we approximate U

by v = v(x,t), which is required to be a polynomial of degree at most N in the variable

x for any 0 < t < T. This is done by demanding that v satisfies equation (2.1)(a) at the

grid points xy (j = 1, N). The points xy (j = 0, N) are the nodes of the Gauss-Lobatto

quadrature formula and the extrema in [-1,1] of the N th degree Legendre polynomial PN.

More precisely we take x0 = 1, XN = --1, while xy (j = 1, N - 1) are the zeroes of P_ in

decreasing order.

The choice of this particular grid allows an accurate evaluation of integrals by summing

over the grid values. Namely, let coy (j = 0, N) be the weights of the Gauss-Lobatto

formula, then for any polynomial p of degree at most 2N - 1 the following equality holds

(see, for instance [2]):

1 N

(2.2) /_ pdx = E P(Xi)Wi"
1 3"=0

2
In the following, we will set w = w0 = wN = N-'(-ff-4"_"

The new method involves a different treatment of the boundary condition (2.1)(b) (see

[3]), rather than imposing exactly such a condition. In fact, we are concerned in finding v
such that:

?

(2.3)
(a)

, (b)

(0

Vt = aYx

vt(1,t) = avx(1,t) -7(v(1,t) - h(t)),

v(xy,O) = f(xy)

atx=xy, j=I,N,

j = O,N.

qg

The coefficient 7 > 0 in (2.3)(b) will be specified later for the analysis of stability.



It is convenient to compare v(., t) with some projection of the solution U(-, t) in the space

of polynomials. To this end we introduce two projection operators denoted by IN and IIN

respectively.

Definition 2-1 INU is the polynomial of degree at most N that interpolates U at the

pointsxy (j=0, N),i.e.: INU(xj)=U(xy), j=O,N.

Let H°(-1, 1), a 6 1% be the usual Sobolev spaces with H°(-1, 1) = L2(-1, 1).

Definition 2-2 HN U is the polynomial of degree at most N that is the best approximation

of U in the H1(-1, 1) norm with the condition: IINU(±I) = U(±I).

The two following error estimates concerning the projectors IN and HN can be found

in [1]:

(2.4) HU- INU[]H*,(-1,0 <_ CN2_'-"I]U[IH'(-,,1),

1

VUeH_(-1,1), a>_, 0<#<_a;

(2.s) IIU- nNUIIH_(-x,x)_ CN_-_IIUIIH_(-x,x),

VUeH_'(-1,1), a>l, 0_<#<a.

In the next theorem we estimate the error/f = HN U - v, where U is the solution to

(2.1) and v is the solution to (2.3).

Theorem 2-1

Let "7 > a then we have:
-- OJ

(2.6) N /062(xj,T)wy + a

j=o

(62(1,t) + 62(-1, t))dt <

< e (IN f - IIN f)2(xy)wy

\y=o

+T
fo _ Q2(xi,t)wjdt ,

j=0

_he_eQ = a[nNu_- (HNu)_].
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Proof. Applying HN to (2.1)(a), one gets:

(2.7)
(IINU)t = a(HNU)x+ Q
(HNU)(1,t) =h(t)

(HNU)(xj,0) = (nNf)(xj)

at x = xy,

0<t<T,

j = 0, N.

j = 0, N,

Therefore, upon subtracting (2.3) from (2.7), we have the following error equation:

(2.8)
(a) _ =a_+Q
(b) 8t(1,t) = agx(1,t) + Q(1, t) - _/_(1, t),

(c) 6(xy,O) = (]'IN f -- IN f)(xj)

atx=xy, j=I,N,

j = 0, N.

Note that 6 is a polynomial of degree at most N.

Multiplying (2.8)(a) by 6(xy,t)wy (j = 1,N), (2.8)(b) by 6(1, t)wo, and summing, we get

(using (2.2)):

N a L 1C2.9) _C6,6)Cxj,t)_ = _6a_ +
j=O 1

N

+ _(Q_)(xy,t)w5- "/w_2(1, t),

]=0

0<t<T.

Integration by parts yields:

(2.10)

N

dt
j=0

N

= Ca- 2,_w)62(1,t) - a62(-1,t) + 2_(QS)(xj,t)w5 <

y=O

=

=

|

_=

I



N N

1 TEQ2(xj,t)wj '< -a(_2(1,t) + 6_(-1,t)) + y _ _(x_,t)_j +
:'=o y=o

O<t<T,

where we used the relation a - 22w < -a. Finally the Gronwall lemma yields (2.6).C)

Recall now that there exist two positive constants CI and C2 such that one has (see

[1], page 286):

1 N F(2.11) CI/_ p2dx <_ EP2(Xj)Wj <_ C2 p2dx,
1 1

j=0

for any polynomial of degree at most N. So, we can prove the following result.

Theorem 2-2

Let U C L2(O,T;H_(-1,1))NL°°(O,T;H_-I(-1,1)),a >_ 1 be the solution o/(2.1). Let v

be the solution of (2.3) with "_ > _ Then we have the error bounds:-- tO

(2.12) IICU- ,.,)(.,T)IIL'(- 1,J.)-<

< CN t-" (V_ IIUII_.'CO,T;,_°C-,,_))+ IIUC',T)IIH'-'C-,,,)+ llfilH'-'(-,,,)),

(/o" )'(2.13) (U - v)2(+l,t)dt <

<_CN'-_ (v_ ItUIIL'cO,T;H°C-I,1))+ II/IIH_-'C--I,1))"

Proof. Note first that by (2.5) Q can be estimated in the following way:

(2.14) IIQIIL'c-,.,1)-<o_IIIT,,,,'U- arllH,.C-1,1)+ _IIIT_Ux- U_II_,c-,.,,.)-<

< CN'-_I[UHH.C-,,,), a>l.



Then, (2.12) is easily obtained by the previous theorem, by (2.11), (2.4) and by the

triangle inequality:

(2.15) IIv - _'11L'(-1,1)_ IIU- HNUIIL'(-1,_)4-IIX_NU-- VlIL'(-1,1).

To show (2.13) it is sufficient to observe that, by definition, IINU coincides with U at

x -- ±1 for any t, so that:
q

_0 T
(2.16) (II_U- U)2(-4-1,t)dt = O,

and then use the estimates shown above. O

Note that the same results hold when a < 0 and the r6ie of the boundary points x = 1

and x -- -1 is interchanged. We note also that, as in the Chebyshev case (see [3]), _ has

to be proportional to N 2 in order to prove a stability result.

!

!

E
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3. Error analysis for a system of equations

Let kl,k2 be two integers and denote by A (0 the following k_ × k_

matrices:

(i = 1,2) diagonal

• -(i) .. a(i)};A (_) = diag{a_i),..,,_y , ",

wherea_. 1) >0, j=l, kl anda_.2)>O, j=l, k2.

Let R be a k2 × kl matrix and L a kl x k2 matrix. Let r and 1 be the norms of the

operators R and L respectively, i.e.:

r = IIRIIr(R_,,Rk_), l= NL]Iz:(R_,,R_,).

In the following we assume that r and I satisfy the relation:

(3.1) 0 < rl < 1.

Denote by < • ,. >_ and by ][. Hi the scalar product and the norm in R k' (i = 1,2)

re_ively. For a given positive definite ki x kl diagonal matrix M(0, we shall denote by
v'M(0 the corresponding positive definite ki x k_ diagonal matrix whose entries are the

square roots of the entries of M(0. Note that we have the equalities:

(3.2) < M(i)¢,¢ >_ = < ¢,M(i)¢ >_ = < Mv/-M-_¢, MVf-M-_¢ >i ,

Vqi,_bER k', i= 1,2.

We are now ready to state the differential problem. We are concerned with finding

the functions vector U - U(z,t), where U - (U(t),U (2)) and U(i)(x,t) E R k', Vx E

[-1,1], Vt E [0, T], i= 1,2; such that:

(3.3)

x E [-1,11, 0<t<T,



(3.4) U(')(-1,t) = LU(2)(-1, t) + gl(t)u(2)(1,t) : nu(1)(1,t) + 92(t), O<t <T,

(3.5)
x e [-1,1],

where f{,g{ (i = 1,2) are given functions.
In the Legendre collocation method we seek u - u(x,t) with u - (u(t),u(2)), u(O(x,t) e

R k,, Vx e [-1,1], Vte [0,T], i= 1,2. The vectors u ({), i = 1,2, whose components

are polynomials in the variable x of degree at most N, are determined according to the

following collocation scheme:

(3.6)

at x=x 1, j=0, N-1,

atx=xj, j=I,N,

(3.7) { u_t)(_l,t) _ _A(t)u(t)(_l,t) _ F(t){u(t)(-1, t) - Lu(2)(-1,t)- gl(t)},
u_2) (1, t) = A(2)u(2) (1,t) _ r(2)(u(2) (1,t) - Ru(1)(1,t) - g2(t)},

(3.8) u(,)(xj,O) = ft(x,.i) j = O,N,=I (zi) i =o,N.

Here F (i), i = 1,2 are positive definite ki × k{ diagonal matrices to be specified later.

Note that we took into account at the points x0 = 1 and xN = 1 both the equations and

the boundary conditions.



In order to study the convergence of u to U when N tends to +oo, we introduce another

collocation scheme. Namely, we look for v - v(x,t), v -- (v(1),v(9)), such that:

(3.9)

atx=xy, j=0, N-1,

atx=x5, j=I,N,

(3.10) { v_l)(-1, t) = -A(1)vN)C-l,t) - rC_){vC_)(_l,t) _ u(_)C-l,t)),
v_2)(1,t)= AC2)vC_2)(1,t)_ rC2){vC2)(1,t)_ uC2)(1,t)},

(3.11)

j= O, N,

j= O,N.

This time the system is totally uncoupled. Instead of comparing U and u we estimate

the error between u and v. The scalar analysis will enable us to estimate the difference
V-v.

Theorem 3-1

Let F(0 = A(0 1
_---x_t' then we have the estimate:

(3.12)

N

(r IIBN)w(1)(xj,T)I[_ + l [[B(_)w(2)(xj, T)ll_)wy <
5=0

<-2(1 - :v/_) fo IICuC_)- ,_c_))(1,t)ll_+ IICUC_)- vc_))C-i,t)ll_ dt,

where w=u-v and B (i) =v/[A{i)] -x, i=1,2.

Proof. From (3.6)-(3.11) it is clear that w satisfies the equations:

9



(3.13)

atx=xi, j=O,N-1,

atx=xj, j:I,N,

(3.14)

{ w_X)(-1,t) = -A(1)w(Z)(-1,t)- r(,){_/1)(-1,0 - Lw(2)(-1,t) + Le(2)(-1, t)},_)(1,t) = A(:)_?)(1,_)- r(2)(_(_)(z,t)- R_(_)(z,t)+ R_(1)(1,0},

(3.15)
w 1)(xj,0) =0 j=0, N,
w(2) (xi, O) = 0 j = O, N,

where e(0 = u(0 - v(0, i -- 1,2. Note that (3.4) has been used to eliminate U(Z)(-1,t)

and U (2) (1, t).
Now,let D(0, i -- 1,2 two:diag0nal p0sitivedefinite k, x k_ matric_es'to be specified

later. Multiplying the first set of equations in (3.13) and (3.14) by (D(1)w(1))(xj,t)wi and

summing up on j = 0,N, we get by (2.2):

j_l
(3.16) _N < w_l), D(z)w(z) >z (xj,t)wj =- < A (z)w(z),D (z)w(z) >z (x,t)dx +

1j=O

I

m

-w < rO)w (z) -rCz)Lw(2),D(Z)w (z) >z (-1,t)-w < r(z)LcC2),D(Z)w (z) >1 (-1,t)_

1 A(t)w( D(Z)w(1) (-1, t) +<_-21 <A(Z)w(D,D(t)w (z) >1 (1,t) + _ < z) >z

10



-w < r(1)w C1) -rC1)LwC2),D(1)w (1) >1 (-1,t) +

w
rCl)w¢l),D¢l) C (-1,t) + []v/D/_)r(1) Le(2)(-1,t)[[_,

where 0 < rt < 2. In the same way we have:

N

(3.17) Z < w_2)'D(2)w(2) >2 (xl,t)wl <

j=0

< - < AC2)w(2),D(2)w (2) >2 (1,t)
-2

1
- - < A(2)w(2),D(2)w (2) >2 (-1, t) +

2

-_ < rC2)w(2) - rC2)RwC_),DC2)w(2) >2 (1, t) +

+ 2 w < F(2)w(2),D(2)w (2) >2 (1,t) + _][x/'D(2)F(2) ReCl)(1,t)l]].

Note that r/, D(1) and D (2) are still to be specified. We start by setting r/= 2(1 - V_).

Recalling the hypotheses on I'(0, by summing (3.16) and (3.17) one obtains:

(3.18) d-'t
j=0

2

= -[II_A(_)D(I)w(1)[I_ v_-- < A(2)Rw(1),D (2)w(2) >2 +ll_¢/A(2)D(2)w(2)ll_](1, t) +

1i



-[11x/A(') D(1)_tl) I1_- -- < A(t)Lw(2),D (1)w(I) >1 +llx/A(2)D(2)w(2)t[_](-1,t) +

+ 2(1 - v_)v_l (IIx/19(2)A(2)Re(_)(1,t)ll] + [[x/D(')A0)Le(2)(-1,t)l[_)

At this point we want the two first terms in brackets on the RHS of (3.18) to be
positive. This is true if we choose:

D(1) = (A(O)-tr 2 D (2) (A(2)) -1 r_°

In fact, the first of those terms becomes:

and this is positive since:

- 2V_rl < Rw(1),w (2) >5

12v_ < Rw(1),w (2) >2 I< IIR_(_)II_+ _lll_(_)ll__ r2llw(1)ltxm+ _lll_(=)ll_.

Similar arguments hold for the second term. This allows us to write the following

inequality:

-< 2(1 - V_)x/_l (lllRe(1)(1,t)ll ] + rllLe(2)(_l,t)[l_) _<

L

!

m
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<--2(1 - __) IIc(1)(x't)ll_ + IIc(2)(-1't)11_ "

Finally, by integrating in time, we obtain (3.12).Q)

Using the results of the previous section we can finally prove our main convergence

theorem.

Theorem 3-2

Let U be the solution of (3.3)-(3.4)-(3.5) and let u be the solution to (3.6)-(3.7)-(3.8) with
rC/) = A(_) N(N+I)

2v_ . Then one has:

)' II(3.20) IIu(') - d')ll_ (.,T) <

i=1 L_(-I,I)

c0([o,r];Ho(-,,1))

where C only depends on l,r,a and A (i), i = 1,2.

Proof. We first write: U- u = U-v- w. Then a bound for each component of

U (1) - v(O, i = 1,2 is given by (2.12), while for w we have:

(3.21)

L'(-1,1)

1

llow ,T,l
L_(-1,1)

<

13



2.

42 )¢=_,2 Z:tR_,,R_,)} ,=x IIBC')wC')II_ (.,T)

(/o_ /oT< c(,-,Om_ max.((,:,._:))_:}. IIuCl)- vC")llfC1t)dt÷
-- i=1,2 l_<j_<k_

L'(-1,1)

<

llUC=)- vc=)I1_(- 1,t)dt)

where we used theorem 3-1. Finally the last term in (3.21) is estimated as in (2.13).0

=

z

I

J

=

S.

14



4. Suggestions for the implementation of non diagonal systems

In this section we discuss the implementation of our new approach to the general hyperbolic

system:

(4.1) Zt = HZx,

where Z =- Z(x,t) is a k component vector and H is a constant coefficients k × k matrix

with kl negative eigenvalues and ks positive eigenvalues (k = kl + k2).

The following boundary conditions are imposed at x -- -1:

0 0

where Bll is a kl × kl matrix, B12 is a kl x k2 matrix and hi is a given kl components

vector. Besides, the following boundary conditions are imposed at x = 1:

B21 B22 h2(t) '

where B21 is a ks × kl matrix, B22 is a ks × k2 matrix and h2 is a given ks components

vector.

Suppose that there exists a nonsingular matrix:

/'Tll T12)T = \ T21 T22 '

where Tij is a ki × kj matrix, such that the change of variables Z - TU diagonalizes the

system (4.1). Thus, we get:

(4.4) i:3U T_IHTC3U (-A (1) O)egU,o-7 = o--_ = o A(2) -_

where U and A(0, i = 1, 2 have been defined in section 3.

15



The boundary conditions are respectively transformed asfollows:

(4.5) (BllTll + B12T21)U{1)(-1, t) + (BltT12 + BI2T22)U(2)(-1,t) = hi(t),

(4.6) (B21Tll + B22T2t)U{I)(1, t) + (B2xT12 + B22T22)U(2)(1,t) = h2(t).

Therefore (4.2) and (4.3) are equivalent to (3.4) and (3.5) if and only if the matrices

BllTll + B12T21 and B21T12 + B22T22 are invertible, in this case we have:

L = -(BttTll + B12T2_)-t(BllTt2 + B12T22),

R = -(B2tT12 + B22T22)-t(B21Tlt + B22T21),

gl = (BttTll + Bt2T21)-thl,

g2 = (B21TI2 + B22Ta2)-th2.

We would like to show how to apply the scheme (3.6)-(3.8) directly to the system

(4.1)-(4.3). Assuming the hypotheses of theorem 3-2 we have I'(i) = fiA(i), i = 1, 2, where

= N(N + 1)/2V_. We also set (denoting by u the approximation to U):

_(x,t) = (

u(1)(x,t) - Lu(2)(x,t) - gl(t)

J

Thus (3.6)-(3.7) can be written in the form:

(4.7) _tt Ou(xj,t) =- A-_x(Xj,t ) +/_6NjA(-)E(-1,t) - flSojA(+)ECl,t), j = 0, N,

E

at

!-

=

16



whereA ':(A'l'0) (0 0)0 0 A (2) , and

Let us now define z = Tu. The function z satisfies:

A = A(-) + A(+).

(4.8)
i)z Oz

O--_(xj,t) = H_x(Xi,t ) + _Ni(TA(-)T-1)T_(-1,t)+

Defining

-_,5oj(TA (+)T - 1)T'_(1, t), j =O,N.

(4.9) TE = Bz - T ( gl ) "g2

Finally, taking H (:l:) = TA(:t:)T -1 and substituting in (4.8), we obtain the pseudospectral

scheme to approximate (4.1)-(4.3), namely:

(4.10) ax (Xy't) + _NjH(-) iBz(-1,t) - T gl (t) +
g2

-fl6°JH(+) Bz(l't) - T (g_ ) (t)] 'g2 j = O,N.

This is equivalent to collocate the equation (4.1) at all the points with some suitable

penalty terms, deriving from the boundary conditions, added at the points x = +1. It is

clear that the same convergence estimates of theorem 3-2 also apply for the error Z - z =

=T(U-u).
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